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STRATEGIC BUSINESS PLAN (SBP) 

 IEC/TC OR SC: SECRETARIAT: DATE: 

TC 123 JAPAN 2022-05-05 

Please ensure this form is annexed to the Report to the Standardization Management Board if it has been 
prepared during a meeting or sent to the IEC Secretariat promptly after its contents have been agreed by the 
committee. 

A.  STATE TITLE AND SCOPE OF TC 

 Are there any new or emerging trends in technology that will impact the scope and work activities of the TC? 
Please describe briefly. 

Do you need to update your scope to reflect new and emerging technologies?  If yes, will these changes 
impact another TC’s scope or work activities? 

If yes, describe how these will impact another TC(s) and list the TC(s) it would impact 

 TITLE: Management of network assets in power systems 

SCOPE: 

Standardization to deliver, in co-operation with other TC/SCs and international organizations, 
common methods and guidelines for coordinated lifetime management of network assets in 
power systems to support good asset management. 

In addition, this may include the development of new methods and guidelines. 
Excluded: 
- Generation business assets 
- The scopes of other IEC Technical Committees, such as TC 8, TC 56 and TC 57. 

  
B.  MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE OF THE TC 

 Describe the management structure of the TC (use of an organizational chart is acceptable) (should be 
integrated by CO automatically) and, if relevant (for example an unusual structure is used), provide the 
rationale as to why this structure is used.  

Note: Check if the information on the IEC website is complete. 

When was the last time the TC reviewed its management structure?  Describe any changes made. When 
does the TC intend to review its current management structure? In the future, will the TC change the current 
structure, for example due to new and emerging technologies, product withdrawal, change in regulations 
etc.  Please describe. 

Make sure the overview includes: 

• any joint working groups with other committees, 
• any special groups like advisory groups, editing groups, etc. 

 Officers 

Chair: Mr. Stewart WHYTE (GB) 
Vice-Chair: Mr Paul PENSERINI (FR)  
Secretary: Mr Hiroki SHIGETSUGU (JP)   
Assistant Secretary: Mr Shuji HIRAKAWA (JP)   
Assistant Secretary: Mr Noboru TAKAO (JP)   
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P-members 

Australia, Belgium, Canada, China, France, Germany, India, Italy, Japan, Korea, Republic of, 
Netherlands, Norway, Russian Federation, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom (as of 
April 2022) 

Liaisons 

ISO TC 251 
CIGRE 
IEC TC 8, SC 8C 

Established WGs 

WG 1: Terminology 
WG 2: Management aspects 
WG 4: Asset risk mitigation 
AG 3: TC 123 Strategic Overview 

Established Projects  

IEC 60050-693: Management of network assets in power systems – Terminology 
(former IEC 632223)  

IEC 63223-2: Management of network assets in power systems – Asset risk mitigation  

IEC TS 63224: Management of network assets in power systems - Management aspects 

  
C.  BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT 

 Provide the rationale for the market relevance of the future standards being produced in the TC.  

If readily available, provide an indication of global or regional sales of products or services related to the 
TC/SC work and state the source of the data. 

Specify if standards will be significantly effective for assessing regulatory compliance. 

 There has, and will continue to be significant investment in electricity assets which will require 
ongoing management to realise value for the organizations.  In the last 5 years, there has been 
USD 718 billion investment for electricity, spending on electricity networks and storage 
continued, reaching an all-time high of USD 277 billion in 2016. In the United States (17% of the 
total) and Europe (13%), a growing share is going to the replacement of ageing transmission and 
distribution assets. [SOURCE IEA World Energy Investment 2017] 

The background showing the market relevance of TC123, is shown below.  There are significant 
volumes of work occurring across a range of stakeholders all of which will benefit and be 
enhanced by our work. 

1. Background, CIGRE TB 597, “Transmission Risk Management” (2014.7)  

(1) Large fleet of aging infrastructure 

The asset management business model gained rapid popularity through the 1990’s as many 
utilities responded to liberalization of electricity markets and associated de-regulation and re-
regulation. The asset owner - asset manager - service provider – model offered the opportunity 
for improved efficiencies and it focused business decisions related to investment in the assets 
on the technical needs of assets themselves as opposed to sustainment of organizational 
funding. In parallel with these organizational changes the looming problems associated with 
large fleets of aging infrastructure became apparent. 

(2) Regulatory environment 

For transmission companies, changes in the regulatory environment had the profound effect of 
shifting the focus of regulatory scrutiny from the generation side of the business to the 
transmission side. This change resulted in transparency for transmission costs and allowed the 
structuring of performance and efficiency measures for transmission companies. As a result 
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utilities have been motivated to develop more rigorous and quantitative methods for business 
case analysis to justify investments in assets 

2. Background, IEC Whitepaper “Strategic asset management of power networks” 
(2015.10) 

Electricity networks around the world are facing an once-in-a-lifetime level of profound 
challenges, ranging from the massive uptake of distributed generation devices, such as rooftop 
solar generation, through to significant changes in the control and communications equipment 
used in the network itself. Power networks in developed nations are struggling with an 
equipment base nearing the end of its lifetime, whilst those in developing nations wrestle with 
trying to identify best-practice examples on which to model their operations. Compounding these 
challenges, there is ever-increasing regulatory and funding pressure being placed on electricity 
network businesses to justify their management actions and expenditure decisions.  

Amidst these challenges, there is great variation around the world on how electricity network 
companies approach what are arguably their number one challenge – the design, maintenance 
and operation of a large network of electrical equipment. Network companies often take quite 
different approaches in testing equipment, calculating the lifetime and financial costs of various 
equipment maintenance options, and even reporting on the performance of their system. The 
variety here is hardly intentional – it stems from a lack of internationally accepted global 
standards or guidelines on how to practice asset management in the electricity network sector.  

This current lack of international standards or guidelines on asset management for electrical 
networks will have a significant impact on the reliability and future viability of the electricity 
sector. 

Whilst standards such as the ISO 55000 series provide general guidance on best-practice asset 
management procedures, they do not provide the industry-specific guidance that is needed given 
the operational methods and challenges of the electricity transmission and distribution industry.  

3. ISO TC251 (in charge of ISO 55000 series) 

Following previous British standard, PAS 55, in 2004 and 2008, ISO TC 251 produced ISO 
55000 series in 2014, specifying general requirement on asset management. (Exactly speaking, 
it was PC 251 then, transformed to TC251 later) 

According to ISO TC 251 website in February 2022, at least 322 organizations from 46 countries 
have been certified to ISO 55001 and 65 are from electrical business, which account for about 
1/5 of the organization of the whole industries. More than 50 organizations responded CIGRE 
C1.34 survey on ISO 55000 series requirements that means those organizations are interested. 
The number is, however, still small among thousands of power network companies. 

TC251 amended ISO 55002 in 2018 and started revising 55000 and 55001, with their first CD 
circulated in 2022. IEC/TC 123 will follow these amendments. 

4. CIGRE 

CIGRE has produced several Technical Brochures (TBs) on asset management summarized in 
the table below (Boudewijn, London workshop in 2018-2-1). Those TBs (study committees) are 
classified into 2 groups: 

C1 (System Development and Economics): covering all product 

A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, B3, etc.: covering specific asset such as transformer (A2), High voltage 
equipment (A3), Cable (B1), Overhead line (B2), Substation (B3), HVDC (B4). 
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CIGRE C1 further produced TB787 “ISO series 55000 standards: Implementation and 
information guidelines for utilities” in 2019 and TB791 “Valuation as a comprehensive approach 
to asset management in view of emerging developments” in 2020. CIGRE C1 also started in 
2019 WG C1.43 “Requirements for Asset Analytics data platforms and tools in electric power 
systems”,  

CIGRE Study Committees (SC) other than C1 recently also produced TBs closely related to 
asset management. Two examples are TB761 “Condition assessment of power transformers” in 
2019 by SC A2 (Power transformers and reactors) and TB858 “Asset health indices for 
equipment in existing substations” in 2021 by SC B3 (Substations and electrical installations). 
These TBs use the term “asset management” several times in the brochures. SC B1 (cable) 
started WG B1.86 “Assessment, Prevention and Mitigation of Safety Risk in Cable Systems” in 
2021. 

Asset management is becoming major topic in CIGRE. 

  
D.  MARKET DEMAND 

 Provide a list of likely customers of the standards (suppliers, specifiers, testing bodies, regulators, installers, 
other TC/SC’s etc.). Do not specify company names, only categories of customers. 

 The primary customer of the standards will be organizations who own and/or operate power 
networks, mainly Transmission & Distribution System Operators, including vertically integrated 
companies. However, the standards shall also be applicable, and relevant, to smaller electricity 
network owners and/or operators. The target group are “asset managers” in these organizations.  
For asset managers, as outlined in the IEC white paper “Strategic asset management of power 
networks”, there will be different areas of demand for the TC work as e. g.  
 Without worldwide standards on measuring and reporting on electricity network asset 

management procedures and performance, broader stakeholder engagement is very 
difficult. 

 There is a lack of consensus on what are best practice methods for everything from testing 
the health of a particular item of equipment to prioritizing various asset management 
options.  

 Commonly-accepted definition of ways to calculate (for example) failure rates, it is very 
difficult to benchmark across organizations or jurisdictions. 
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In addition, this standard shall be useful to regulators who are looking to understand the 
management of assets and manufacturers who are designing and building equipment to service 
these companies. 

IEC 123 is working in close collaboration with many product TCs, and across organisations such 
as CIGRE.  The output of this TC’s will facilitate a great sharing of knowledge and asset 
management practises, in the asset lifecycle, across a wide spectrum of stakeholders. 

  
E. SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS 

INDICATE THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS (SDGS) THAT ARE ADDRESSED BY WORK WITHIN THE TC/SC.  INDICATE 
EACH SDG INDICATOR AFFECTED (REFERENCE SPREADSHEET AVAILABLE AT https://www.iec.ch/SDG/, AND PROVIDE SPECIFIC 
INFORMATION ABOUT HOW THE TC/SC IS ADDRESSING THE SDG.  CONSIDER BOTH DIRECT AND INDIRECT IMPACTS OF THE 
WORK OF THE TC/SC. 

 ☐ GOAL 1: No Poverty 
☐ GOAL 2: Zero Hunger 
☐ GOAL 3: Good Health and Well-being 
☐ GOAL 4: Quality Education 
☐ GOAL 5: Gender Equality 
☐ GOAL 6: Clean Water and Sanitation 
☐ GOAL 7: Affordable and Clean Energy 
☐ GOAL 8: Decent Work & Economic Growth 
☒ GOAL 9: Industry, Innovation & Infrastructure 

☐ GOAL 10: Reduced Inequality 
☐ GOAL 11: Sustainable Cities and Communities 
☐ GOAL 12: Responsible Consumption & Production 
☐ GOAL 13: Climate Action 
☐ GOAL 14: Life Below Water 
☐ GOAL 15: Life on Land 
☐ GOAL 16: Peace, Justice Strong Institutions 
☐ GOAL 17: Partnerships to achieve the Goals 

 

  

  
F.  TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGY AND IN THE MARKET 

 If any, indicate the current or expected trends in the technology or in the market covered by the products of 
your TC/SC. 

 The electricity industry is undergoing, a period of significant change, with an increase in de-
centralised energy and non-conventional forms, of generation being connected to the networks.  
This coupled with a significant drive to deliver smart grids with an increase in monitoring and 
automation provides both challenges and opportunities for those managing assets.  Those 
managing assets are always looking for new technology and methods to better evaluate their 
assets and support decision making in the interest of their stakeholders. 

There will be additional demands on this TC, especially in the following areas: 

• Smart Energy, Microgrids and Active Distribution Networks 
• Infrastructure modernization or new asset types 
• Decision making and support tools e.g., risk-based management of assets. It is 

recognised that decision-making may include not only like-for-like replacement but 
adaptation of the existing grid to the energy transition with synchronous view on 
refurbishment, disposal and new construction, “flexible” solutions like Dynamic Line 
Rating (DLR), demand side management of generation, automatic grid configuration, etc. 

• Data management and automation e.g., blockchain 
• Condition monitoring 
• Generation types: generation places demand on network assets that may dictate how we 

manage these assets. These demands will vary depending on the type of generation 
assets and the volume by which they stress the network assets. 

Energy storage systems may be considered as network assets. 
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G.  SYSTEMS APPROACH ASPECTS (SEE DIRECTIVES PART 1 ANNEX SP) 

 Does your TC/SC have a need for a systems approach? 

If so: 

• Will the Systems work be in a single TC or in multiple TCs? 
• Will a Standardization Evaluation Group (SEG), Systems Committee (SyC), or Systems Resource Group 

be required? 
• Is your TC/SC work of relevance to ISO? 
• Is or are there fora or consortia working in parallel to IEC? Is there a chance to integrate this work in 

your TC/SC? 

This should not only be restricted to the customer/supplier relationships with other TC/SCs indicating types 
of co-operation (e.g. liaisons, joint working groups) but be of a more generic nature. 

 This newly established TC on “management of network assets in power systems” has two 
aspects: 

 Projects within the scope of TC123 that can be handled by TC 123 alone 

 Projects which need cooperation with the relevant committees. 

This relationship is shown below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This diagram aims at identifying the main areas of work of TC 123 and the related areas. Data of 
assets are collected and options are determined by product engineers, other data 
such as financial data can be obtained from various sources, decision is made by top 
managements, and TC123 activities connect these data and activities using risk and value 
evaluation, helping decision making. TC 123 shall interact with appropriate committees to 
address these areas and align activities. TC 123 already has established liaisons ISO/TC 
251and CIGRE. 

Other related committees may include the following:  

 TC 7 Overhead electrical conductors  
 TC 8 Systems aspects of electrical energy supply  
 SC8C Network management 
 TC 10 Fluids for electrotechnical applications 
 TC 11 Overhead lines  
 TC 13 Electrical energy measurement and control 

Decisions 

Options 

Risk and Value 

Asset Data 
Evaluation 

Consequenc
e 

Data 

TC123 
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 TC 14 Power transformers  
 TC 15 Solid electrical insulating materials 
 TC 17 High-voltage switchgear and controlgear 
 SC 17A Switching devices 
 SC 17C Assemblies 
 TC 20 Electric cables  
 TC 22 Power electronic systems and equipment  
 TC 33 Power capacitors and their applications  
 TC 36 Insulators (and SC 36A Insulated bushings) 
 TC 37 Surge arresters  
 TC 38 Instrument transformers  
 TC 42 High-voltage and high-current test techniques 
 TC 56 Dependability  
 TC 57 Power systems management and associated information exchange 
 TC 65 Industrial-process measurement, control and automation, SC65A System aspects 
 TC 95 Measuring relays and protection equipment  
 TC 99 Insulation co-ordination and system engineering of high voltage electrical power 

installations above 1,0 kV AC and 1,5 kV DC 
 TC 108 Safety of electronic equipment within the field of audio/video, information technology 

and communication technology  
 TC 111 Environmental standardization for electrical and electronic products and systems  
 TC 115 High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) transmission for DC voltages above 100 kV 
 SyC Smart Energy  
 TC 120 Electrical Energy Storage (EES) Systems 
 TC 122 UHV AC transmission systems 
 PC 127 Low-voltage auxiliary power systems for electric power plants and substations 

  
H.  CONFORMITY ASSESSMENT  

 With reference to Clause 33 of Part 2 of the ISO/IEC directives, are all your publications in line with the 
requirements related to conformity assessment aspects? 

Will the TC/SC publications be used for IEC Conformity Assessment Systems (IECEE, IECEx, IECQ, 
IECRE)? 

Will any of your standards include test specifications, reproducible test requirements, and test methods? 

Are there likely to be special conformity assessment requirements generated by any standards projects? If 
yes, list which projects. 

 TC 123, being a new technical committee, has not issued any publication, which can be used by 
IEC Conformity Assessment Systems yet. 

  
I.  3-5 YEAR PROJECTED STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES, ACTIONS, TARGET DATES 

   

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES 3-5 YEARS ACTIONS TO SUPPORT  
THE STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES 

TARGET DATE(S)  
TO COMPLETE THE ACTIONS 

To define terminology used for 
management of network assets 
in power systems. (60050-693) 

WG 1 will contribute 2025 

To identify case studies on the 
management aspects of asset 
management for network assets 
in power systems (TS 63224) 

WG 2 will contribute 2023 

To develop common framework 
for evaluation of asset risks 
(probability and consequences), 
and evaluation of options for 
risk mitigation – requirement 
and case studies. (63223-2) 

WG4 will contribute 2025 
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To define overview, principles, 
and terminology for 
management of network assets 
in power systems. 

TBD TBD 

To develop common framework 
for evaluation of positive value 
from assets and evaluation of 
options for value creation – 
requirement and case studies. 

TBD TBD 

To develop common framework 
for evaluation of options for 
value creation and risk 
mitigation using grid 
architecture – requirement and 
case studies. 

TBD TBD 

Note: The progress on the actions should be reported in the RSMB. 
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